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Disaster Park!

Jayden Verb Past Tense up with a start. He Verb Past Tense downstairs, and he turned on his Xbox

and opened Jurassic World evolution. The monorail exploded, and he went Verb Present ends in ING into the

screen he didn't hit it, but he went inside it! He realized he was a Animal , and he was in his game. He

wanted to be back home! A voice said, "If you beat alpha, you can go home." 

Jayden set off to fight Alpha 09! He used valkeri77 as a Noun to attack the bosses, so he could get

Food and to Alpha. He saw a dead Adverb killed Animal on the ground. "Predators

didn't leave their Noun like this," Jayden thought. Stomp a bone chilling roar came from the right. It

laid a Noun ! IT LAID A Noun ! JAYDEN DIDN'T KNOW THE DINOS WERE THIS

SMART! It was a red big dinosaur with red eyes, orange top, blue teeth. It has a fire gun in its Part of 

Body . As he stared at it, his tyrannosaurus rex turned purple. It was a brachiosaurus, a 90-foot-tall herbivore.

As its Adjective neck reached into the Noun , Jaden touched it, and there was a dinosaur

Noun . The dinosaurs were Verb Present ends in ING at him. They were of all sizes. They were

Adjective , but Jayden didn't make the mistake of calling them Adjective because a Ceratosaurus

came running towards him. A car exploded. Fog spilled out of the engine.

He saw a figure through the fog. It was a Ceratosaurus. It was 18-foot-long tyrannosaurs like thing with

Number horn like a spear. He started glowing, and he was Verb Present ends in ING . It was getting

thrown,



but it was also attacking Jayden! It was hungry and mad, and it thought Jayden was Noun .

Noun flowed through him. Ceratosaurus said, "Evolution complete." It was mad that Jayden was in its

Noun . Jayden started Verb Present ends in ING to pin it to the ground, and he hurt it badly. He

Verb Past Tense again, and Jayden was omega. Ceratosaurus went DOWN with an explosion. It was sent

flying by Jayden's jumping stomp, kick, bite, throw and rip! There was a deep cut in its shoulder. It shot

Noun . Jayden dodged it. He felt energy flow, and he Verb Past Tense so hard that he was ready to

use his kill move. Adjective THROWING Thrashed (TM). Jayden grabbed Ceratosaurus by the

Part of Body . He started swinging left and right. It fell, and he jumped. He got it by the Part of 

Body ! He swung it in a circle and threw it so hard that he broke the Ceratosaurus! A giant Noun

covered him. He bit and blue lightning hit it all over Ceratosaurus Verb Past Tense . A mega jewel fell on

Jayden. He saw it was a purple jewel. He Verb Past Tense , and it said, "Legend omega unlocked." Then it

said, "Victory! Game won!" He saw a black orb. It got bigger, and he was Verb Past Tense in. He went

flying out of the tv and into the Noun . Jayden went to get some breakfast while the sun set over

Disaster Park. Omega roar reverberated through the Noun .

That is the end of this story, but I will be back for some roar....ALPHA'S power flowed into omega, and he

transformed. Jayden was sent out of the screen, and a deep bone chilling voice said, "My alpha may have failed,

but I'll kill you next time" the end JUST KIDDDING. MUWAHHAHAHA! OMEGA stomps on who said that.

The



end, the real end!
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